What else can I do at home?

- Prepare a shopping list and go shopping
- Follow a recipe
- Talk about a TV program
- Look up a street directory
- Make a model
- Browse through a magazine
- Prepare invitations
- Send greeting cards
- Tell jokes
- Play board games, read game rules
- Listen to CD's and join in with songs
- Read a book and talk about the pictures
- Reread and join in favourite books & rhymes
- Have fun playing with language e.g. Tongue twisters
- Read signs, labels
- Write letters to relatives & friends – receiving and replying
- Take and send telephone messages. Prepare thankyou notes
- Do crosswords
- Repeat riddles
- Prepare dinner menus
- Talk about newspaper excerpts, sporting pages
- Choose programs from the TV guide
- Play a computer game
- Solve problems together eg. Jigsaws, crosswords
- Write a lunch order
- Complete an excursion form
- Surf the web together
- Write an e-mail
- Send an SMS